Aerohive Mesh Deployment Guide

This guide introduces the Aerohive mesh solution and covers numerous best practices to keep in mind when
planning your deployment. It includes sections on supported and unsupported topologies to assist you in designing
and implementing a successful Aerohive mesh solution.
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1 Introduction
The intent of the document is to provide an overview of the Aerohive mesh solution.
A wireless mesh network is a peer-to-peer network that might have just a single hop or multiple hops. Participating
access points cooperate to route packets. Mesh protocols work on Layer2 of the OSI model and are basically an
implementation of dynamic routing on Layer 2.
A mesh network is dynamically self-organized and self-configured, with the nodes in the network automatically
establishing and maintaining mesh connectivity among themselves creating, in effect, an ad hoc or peer-to-peer
network. This feature brings many advantages such as low up-front cost, easy network maintenance, robustness,
and reliable service coverage.
An Aerohive mesh allows for both indoor and outdoor deployments where Ethernet backhaul is not available or
cannot be made available. The Aerohive implementation allows the flexibility to dedicate a radio for the mesh link
only or for mesh and client access. Aerohive mesh can also be used as a high-availability and redundancy solution.
In such cases, when it is required to route around a failure in the wired network, a wireless mesh network connection
is dynamically and gracefully established between neighboring APs.
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2 Terms and Definitions
Term

Definition

Portal

An Aerohive AP in which mesh configuration has been enabled and has an Ethernet
backhaul link

Mesh point

An Aerohive AP, in which mesh configuration has been enabled, and does not have an
Ethernet backhaul. This might be intentionally due to its deployment or inadvertently due
to the failure of its Ethernet backhaul link.

Mesh network

A group of Aerohive APs, configured with a single hive ID (name) forming a peer-to-peer
wireless network in which participant access points cooperate to route traffic

Mesh neighbor

A portal or mesh point configured on the same mesh network

Hop

The transit of a data packet through a meshed access point. The "hop count" for a given
client’s data traffic is typically defined by the number of wireless mesh links a data
packet travels from one mesh point to a portal.

RSSI (dB)

Received Signal Strength Indicator (does not take background noise into account)

SNR (dB)

Signal-to-Noise Ratio – the actual quality of a signal. For example, if the noise floor is at
89 dB and the RSSI is at -72 dB, the SNR would be 17 dB. The performance of a link is
dictated by the amount of SNR available for the link.

Virtual AP (VAP)

When two APs form a mesh link, one assumes the role of a client and the other the role
of an access point. The one that takes the role of an access point is referred to as a
virtual AP or VAP.

Client AP (station)

The AP that assumes the role of a client in a mesh link is referred to as a client AP or a
station.
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3 Best Practices
1.

Plan the network in advance. For indoor mesh deployments, use network planning tools, such as the Aerohive
Planner or commercial site survey tools. For outdoor deployments do the link budget calculations and choose
the appropriate antennas.

2.

Identify the type of applications, capacity, and latency requirements.

3.

Ensure the topology is in line with supported topologies (see the Supported Topologies section later).

4.

Understand failover scenarios, and ensure those are supported. If not, ensure the network administrator is
aware of constraints.

5.

Ensure the number of hops does not exceed two during normal operations and four during failover states.

6.

Deploy as many portals as possible to improve network performance. Deploy mesh points evenly to reduce
mesh hops. Deploy at least two portals for redundancy.

7.

Ensure that APs are mounted in the optimal location and optimal orientation (consider antenna tilt when
appropriate.

8.

In outdoor deployments, ensure antennas are aligned and use the same polarization for optimal performance.

9.

Place portals in the middle of a deployment to reduce the number of hops.

10. Ensure all mesh links are -72 dB or better. Weather changes (rain/snow in the winter, leaves in the summer) tend
to reduce wireless performance, so a higher margin would produce a more stable network.
11. Radio profile changes: Disable background scanning and keep backhaul failover turned on.
12. Create a track IP profile.
13. Designate portals for backhaul traffic only. Do not allow clients to access a portal to prevent the starvation of
the portal AP.
14. Use surge suppressor in outdoor deployments.
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4 Mesh Planning and Performance Considerations
Mesh deployments vary widely. Some might be designed for minimal connectivity with bandwidth to support
barcode scanners and such; others might require basic Internet connectivity, while others require fast connectivity
(file sharing, database access, multimedia).
Thus, before starting the design process, you should understand priorities, whether it is for basic coverage or high
capacity and performance. Calculating the number of total APs that are needed to provide adequate coverage
and/or performance for a given property is the first step.
Unlike wired APs, mesh APs dedicate part of their wireless capacity for mesh connectivity. Furthermore, with each
hop, the data needs to travel over multiple wireless links, decreasing performance, increasing latency and
increasing packet loss.
Generally speaking, at each hop, on a typical mesh network, performance would be cut in half, since it needs to
be relayed via a middle AP. The following diagram assumes each link is capable of supporting 30 Mbps of data.
However, since AP-B needs to relay data for AP-C, traffic for AP-C, needs to be received by AP-B, then
retransmitted to AP-A or AP-C (depending if uplink or downlink). Thus AP-C would support only 15 Mbps of traffic.
Thus, although the these links are capable of 30 Mbps individually, once the data needs to traverse multiple hops,
and is received and transmitted, on the same channel, each hop causes approximately halving of throughput.
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Thus, as a general guideline, it is recommended to reduce the number of hops, especially where performance in
required. Designing a mesh network with more than two hops is not recommended.
Performance may be reduced even in a single hop mesh network because of the peer-to-peer nature which
requires all APs to be on the same channel.
To protect the mesh network performance, Aerohive implemented two limitations. A maximum of 8 client APs can
connect to the same VAP (virtual AP), and each client AP is allowed to establish a maximum of 10 connections.
Optimizing coverage and performance are critical aspects to planning a mesh network. Specific applications
affect the following considerations:
•

Number of access points

•

Number of portals

•

Location of access points

If casual web browsing is the only application, a minimal amount of bandwidth is needed, and thus, the main
concern is coverage and stability. This would allow for fewer portals and APs in general. However, when deploying
in an enterprise environment, with many more users, the mesh needs to be able to provide the capacity to each
and every user, and thus would require more portals and more APs in general.
To plan a high capacity mesh network, understanding the topology is vital. The following sections discuss different
topologies and their impact on performance. For example, in a network designed for 10 clients per AP, and a mesh
point-to-portal ratio of 5:1, the portal will need to support 50 concurrent clients, which requires some careful
planning.
Finally, keep in mind that in many cases, the easiest way to power APs is using PoE. Thus, in many cases, while it
might seem that mesh is needed, once power is taken into consideration, it is easier to get wired connectivity due
to power considerations. However, in such cases where power is available, but network connectivity is an issue,
mesh is a perfect fit.

4.1. Outdoor Mesh Planning
For outdoor planning, the most important considerations are mounting locations, power, and backhaul. The first
step is to do a site survey and find the optimal locations to deploy the access points, ensure they have power, and
ensure at least two locations can be used for backhaul. In any case, the ratio of mesh point to portals should not
exceed 5:1.
Unless high performance or capacity is needed at day one, in most cases the initial goal is to get as much
coverage as possible. Once the initial deployment is done, the network performance should be evaluated at areas
of interest and if performance or coverage is not adequate, additional APs or backhauls should be added.
Additional tuning, mesh connection pruning, and Tx power adjustments might be required for atypical and
environmentally challenging deployments.
The following are some good rules of thumb for an outdoor mesh:
•

Ensure meshed APs have a clear line of sight. Consider seasonal changes due foliage, fog, rain, and snow.

•

Calculate the Fresnel zone and ensure that it is at least 60% clear of all obstructions.

•

Deploy at least two portals, with separate backhaul and power sourcing if possible.
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•

Design for a maximum of two hops, and ensure no more than four if one of the portals experiences a failure.

•

Weatherproof electrical and network connections. Use surge suppressors for safety.

Location planning
Consider the following points when planning your deployment:
1.

Access to power or PoE

2.

For portals, access to the network

3.

For mesh points, the line of sight to portals. Preferably it is just a single hop with good link quality between each
mesh point and a portal.

4.

Good line of sight for the entire covered area. Ensure no buildings are blocking the designated area.

5.

If you are deploying in the autumn and winter, survey the area for trees and take into account foliage during
spring and summer.

6.

If you are deploying in the summer, take into account how rain and snow can impact the link budget. Ensure
devices will not be buried under snow. Rain and snow have negative effect on the link budget.

7.

Consider using directional or sector antennas when deploying on the side of a building or if only a certain
coverage area is needed. Using directional and sector antennas improves the link budget and reduces
interference.

8.

Survey RF interference. Interference errors should be under 15 % on both radios on the mesh points: backhaul
mesh and access.
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5 Supported Topologies
The following sections show several common use cases for mesh deployments that Aerohive mesh supports.

5.1 Wired Network with Mesh Failover for Redundancy and High
Availability
Dynamic wireless mesh network redundancy allows for redundancy and high availability capability without
dedicating a radio for this mesh resiliency, preserving two radios for user access during normal operation. When
required to route around a failure in the wired network, a wireless mesh network connection is dynamically and
gracefully established between neighboring APs.

5.1.1 Schematics

5.1.2 Required Configuration
This configuration requires a radio, usually the 5 GHz radio, to be in dual mode (access/mesh) or backhaul mode.
Failover will only work if one of the radios is configured in dual or backhaul mode.

5.1.3 Fallback Support
This topology is designed specifically for fallback scenarios. In an event of an Ethernet link failure, the APs without
Ethernet backhaul would revert to use their mesh neighbor for connectivity.
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5.2 Network Extension – Mostly Wired, Some Wireless
To extend the coverage of a wired network, it is possible to setup a mesh network. In this topology, portals are
connected to the same wired LAN segment. Extending the reach of the WLAN can be achieved by forming and
connecting multiple portals to the wired LAN segment and thus increase performance and reach of mesh points.
Note that traffic is routed based on the link metric per mesh hop. Traffic would flow through mesh hops with the best
link possible, and would continue to do so as long as the link metric remains unchanged.

5.2.1 Schematics

* Scenario presumes that the link metrics from B to C and C to D are significantly better than from B to D.

5.2.2 Required Configuration
The configuration requires a radio, usually the 5 GHz radio, in dual mode (access/mesh) or backhaul mode.

5.2.3 Fallback Support
Ensure the network consists of multiple portals (a minimum of two) to ensure fallback in case one might fail. It is
recommended to have more than one path for mesh points to reach the network to ensure a successful fallback.
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5.3. Bridging and Point-to-Multipoint Bridging – Building to
Buildings
To bridge isolated wired LAN segments, setup a mesh network using the wireless bridge topology. In this topology,
the default gateway is on the primary wired LAN segment, and another isolated wired segment exists that needs to
be bridged to the primary LAN segment. These two wired LAN segments can be bridged by forming a mesh link
between the two wired segments, as shown below. Additional wired APs can be connected to the bridged
segment, but to do so, the mesh point (C) needs to be manually configured (see configuration below). Also, it is
possible to bridge to multiple mesh segments, as shown below.

5.3.1 Schematics

* Note: APs E and F are optional.

5.3.2 Required Configuration
The configuration requires the following elements:
•

Configuration of a radio, usually the 5 GHz radio, in dual mode (access/mesh) or backhaul mode.

•

APs C and E: The Ethernet port is in either bridge-access or bridge-802.1Q mode.

•

Disable IP tracking on APs D and F and disable mesh on all AP D radios.

•

For VLAN bridging, ensure that the allowed VLANs on APs B and C are setup correctly. If so, this setup would
allow bridging VLANs from the mesh segment to the gateway/portal segment, so the wireless connection
would be similar to that of a trunked Ethernet port.
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•

Ensure user profiles are configured and consistent across all APs (including APs B and C, even if they do not
serve any clients).

•

Ensure that native VLANs on APs C and E are consistent with the native VLAN on the switches to which they
connect.

5.3.3 Fallback Support
This configuration does not support a fallback mechanism. If the mesh point (C) fails, the entire mesh segment will
be disconnected.

5.4 Point to Multipoint
The point-to-multipoint topology consists of a central portal that supports several mesh points. These offer network
access from a single location to multiple locations, permitting them to use the same network resources between
themselves. The AP located at the central location is known as the portal.

5.4.1 Schematics

5.4.2 Required Configuration
The configuration requires a radio, usually the 5 GHz radio, to be in dual mode (access/mesh) or backhaul mode.
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5.4.3 Fallback Support
Fallback can be achieved by deploying multiple portals in a single location or, preferably, in two separate
locations, in case one of the locations fails due to power or connectivity issues.

5.4.4 Special Considerations
For high-capacity deployments, it is advisable to have no more than three mesh points per portal. Special attention
needs to be given to avoid the hidden node problem, where one of the mesh points is "hidden" from other mesh
points. For lower-capacity deployments, such as one for barcode readers or other types of low-speed data, more
mesh points can be deployed. In any case, it is recommended not to exceed five mesh points per portal. Again,
give special attention to the hidden station scenario. A detailed description of the hidden node problem can be
found here: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hidden_node_problem

6 Unsupported Topologies
Aerohive mesh technology was not designed for the following use cases.

6.1 Two Radio Mesh
The Aerohive mesh supports a single radio mesh link per AP. Using both radios for trunking or failover is not
supported. The following topology is not supported.
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6.2 Multiple Hops
The Aerohive mesh is not designed for more than two hops, or four hops maximum when in failover mode. The
following topology is not supported.

The limitation is due to the following reasons:
•

The number of hops supported by the forwarding engine (FE)

•

Overall throughput and capacity due to halving at each hop

•

If more than two hops are implemented by design, the likelihood of a successful failover is very low, and thus
would cause outages. Because mesh is more fragile than a wired infrastructure due to interference and
deployment limitations, it is highly recommended to refrain from more than two hops where failover support is
needed.
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